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Auckland Museum Institute
The Auckland Museum Institute is a learned society and
membership body with a long history of association with
the Museum. The Institute is also the Auckland Branch of
the Royal Society of New Zealand.

Auckland Museum Institute
Council Members
John McIntyre (President)
Eric Keys (Vice-President)
Helen Bull
Dr Jessica Costa
John Denton
Marguerite Durling
Dr Roger Lins
Dr Cris Print
Janet Xuccoa
Rae Nield (Co-opted Advisor)

Staff
Marketing and Communications:
Andrea Webley
Membership Administrator:
Greta Bachmann-Fuller

From the President
In line with the Auckland Museum
Institute’s Mission – ‘In partnership
with Auckland Museum and others,
provide opportunities to inspire and
connect people and share knowledge,
relevant for today and beyond’ – the
Institute continues to bring a number
of high-calibre speakers and inspiring
events to the Museum, working in close
partnership with the Museum, the Royal
Society of New Zealand and with other
external knowledge-based groups.
Successful delivery of our comprehensive
programme of activities throughout the
year provided members and the public
with the opportunity to participate in
a range of diverse engagements, with
more than 25 public and members-only
activities held, including field trips, backof-house tours, floor talks and Museum
exhibition previews.
Through our partnered events the
Institute seeks to promote knowledge
sharing, lifelong learning, and public
engagement on the important issues
of our times. The Institute’s core annual
lectures – which include, among others,
the Hochstetter Lecture, the Charles
Fleming Lecture and the Lucy Cranwell
Lecture – are key talks that engender
high levels of membership support
and attendance. We acknowledge the
Museum’s generous support and its
continuing commitment to hosting the
Institute’s public engagements, which
is instrumental in bringing these highquality lectures to the Museum Events
Centre.
Engagements during the year that
exemplify the Institute’s purpose are
reflected in the diversity of our public
programmes. In support of the Museum’s
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WWI Centenary commemorative
programme, this year we were pleased
to be able to include a lecture by the
internationally renowned British historian
Sir Hew Strachan, who is the Chichele
Professor of War Studies at Oxford
University and widely recognised for
his material published on the history of
WWI. Sir Hew presented challenging and
thought-provoking reflections on this
dramatic period in the world’s history.
We were again very fortunate to have
a number of excellent Royal Society
lectures on a variety of topics, including
a packed-house reception for the Royal
Society of New Zealand Distinguished
Speaker lecture by Professor Marcus
du Sautoy on ‘The Art of Mathematics’.
Professor Marcus explored the hidden
mathematical ideas that underpin the
creative output of artists and revealed
that the work of the mathematician is
driven by strong aesthetic values as well.
On a more intimate level, our very
popular informal Café Scientifique and
Café Humanities forums continue to
provide a relaxed platform for the airing
of a variety of topical issues presented
by experts in their fields – ranging from
evolution, challenges to the Big Bang
theory, and the genetic theory of smell,
to media and bogus polls and dodgy
statistics. One of the highlights of the
series this year was a discussion led by an
unusual collaboration of a physicist and
an archaeologist from Te Pūnaha Matatini
(‘the meeting place of many faces’)
with an engaging talk on their task of
transforming complex data about New
Zealand’s environment, economy and
society into knowledge, tools and insight
to enable better decision-making.
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In April’s Café event, Musing on Museums,
Director of Auckland Museum Roy Clare’s
talk was a stimulating focus-group
discussion and provided the opportunity,
both for Institute members and the
public, to engage in a more intimate,
extended exchange about respective
aspirations and concerns facing
museums and membership bodies.
Institute partnerships were also to
the fore with the Allan Wilson Centre
sponsoring a lecture and a members’
lunch with visiting scientist Dr Stephen
O’Brien, Chief Scientific Officer at
the prestigious St Petersburg State
University, who discussed his science,
books and adventures.
In support of Museum collections and
relationship building with international
museums, donations kindly provided
by members enabled the Institute to
use funds from the Cheeseman Library
Fund and Archey Fund to support some
key projects and initiatives. Institute
funds provided the means for Dr Tom
Trnski, Curator Marine, to undertake two
significant marine expeditions to the
Kermadec Islands; for Johnny Hiu and
Brenda Rawiri to travel to Taiwan for a
museum cultural exchange and Jason
Froggatt to travel to Alaska to study
preparation of Natural collections; and
also contributed towards the digitising
for public access of Mary Gould’s WWI
sketchbook. Mary was a Sister in the NZ
Army Nursing Service and the flipbook
documents her life throughout WWI and
the people she met along the way.

research and scholarship. The Institute
was very pleased that two of the
medals presented were to two longstanding members of the Auckland
Museum Institute, Linda Tyler and
Margaret Morley.
This year also saw the terms of three
long-standing and valued members
of the Institute Council complete their
maximum six-year terms, and we
recognise and thank Dr Roger Lins
(Immediate Past President), Rae Nield
(Past President) and Ross Sharpe (Past
Deputy President) for their commitment
to both the Institute and Museum.
The Institute is pleased to carry out its
statutory role of working with Auckland
Museum, providing support through the
passion and generosity of its members,
and through its involvement with annual
planning processes and with appointment
of Trust Board members. During the past
12 months, the Institute has undertaken
a review of its strategic direction and
objectives, which will help to inform
our next financial year’s Annual Plan of
lectures and activities, and the Council
looks forward to further engagement
with present members and to welcoming
new members to the Institute.

John McIntyre
President

The Museum honoured four individuals
with Museum Medals this year in
recognition of their excellence,
contribution to and celebration of
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Auckland Museum
Circle Foundation
The Museum Circle is an independent charitable trust
founded in 2001 with the specific aim of supporting
Auckland Museum. Over the past 13 years, the Museum
Circle has successfully carried out two major capital-raising
campaigns for the Museum – Names in Stone and With a
View to the Future – raising more than $4 million. Other
annual and specific donations have exceeded $300,000.
Chairman
Chris Devereaux
Trustees
David Nicoll
Sir James Wallace
Committee Members
Tim Hannah
Andrew Smith (also Treasurer)
Fran Ricketts
Jane Williams

Executive Officers
Greta Bachmann-Fuller
Christine Granger

From the Chairman
Core membership remains stable;
however, there have been several
resignations and a few new
memberships. This is attributed
to a winding down of activities
as a transition takes place in the
membership structure of the Museum
and to the impending rebirth of the
Museum Circle Foundation as the
Auckland Museum Foundation. During
the year, the Circle has made donations
of $68,305 to the Museum.
In July, members enjoyed a talk by
Shaun Higgins, Curator of Painting and
Photography, on the historic photo
portraits collection, taken using early
techniques. As always, Circle members
are hugely appreciative of the generosity
of Museum staff in donating their
valuable time.
September saw members on a
private evening tour of the Wallace
Art collection at Pah Homestead in
Hillsborough, with an address by awardwinning artist Andrew McLeod. Thanks
to executive member Sir James Wallace
for enabling this event to happen.
In October a small contingent of
members and guests made a truly
intrepid journey to the Chatham
Islands – a thoroughly enjoyable and
unforgettable experience.
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October also brought the sad news that
our respected and loved long-serving
Executive Officer Dee McOnie had
suffered a severe fall and head injury.
As a result, Dee was unable to return to
work but is recovering well. Her duties
were taken up by Greta BachmannFuller, who also serves in a similar role
for the Auckland Museum Institute. Dee’s
enthusiasm, dedication and innovation
have been sorely missed; however,
Greta has managed our affairs well and
brings with her the skills that will see the
smooth integration of Circle members
into the Institute.
In November, we combined two major
events: the Hillary Lecture and the
annual Patrons’ Dinner. The Hillary
Lecture, held in the Museum Events
Centre, was delivered to an audience of
more than 230 by award-winning author
of The Luminaries, Eleanor Catton, and
followed by a Q&A session moderated
by well-known broadcaster and
columnist Noelle McCarthy. Patrons then
withdrew to the Grand Foyer for a formal
dinner with Eleanor Catton as guest
of honour. During the dinner, I floated
the concept of the Auckland Museum
Foundation and the rationale for its
creation, along with a general overview
of what that would mean for Patrons and
Circle members. The concept was well
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received and subsequent discussions
indicated general support.
The AGM, held in December, saw the
concept of the Auckland Museum
Foundation fleshed out a little more
with members being addressed by
William Randall (Trust Board Chair) and
Director Roy Clare. The concept, the
logic for its inception, and the eventual
coalescence of the Circle Foundation
into the Auckland Museum Foundation
were all well received by members. As
is our tradition, the Museum Curators
presented a choice of four objects for
our consideration, for one to become
our annual donation to the Collection.
Each Curator made a persuasive case for
the object representative of their field
of interest. A motion by founding chair
and Kaitautoko, Lyndy Sainsbury, on the
basis of the distinct possibility that this
would be the last AGM of the Circle in
its current form, that we donate all four
objects at a cost of a little over $68,000
was passed by a clear majority.

The last event of the year, on 27 May,
was a concert, Songbird, put on by an
emergent group of operatic performers.
Held in the Auditorium, some 120
guests were privileged to hear the
internationally-renowned Simon O’Neill,
together with performances by Sara
Court, David Griffiths, Anna Leese,
Kirsten Morrell Reade and Milla Dickens,
accompanied by Stephen De Pledge on
the Fazioli piano and Sue Court on the
hurdy-gurdy. It was wonderful that Dee
McConie was well enough to be able to
attend, to see her daughter Sarah both
perform and act as MC. As one of the
songs performed by Simon was ‘Nessun
Dorma’, I guess one could say we ended
the year on a high note.

Chris Devereaux
Chair
Museum Circle Foundation

Two executive members, Matt Silwood
and long-serving Andrew Melville,
resigned during the year. Their
resignations were accepted with
considerable regret as both had
contributed greatly to the success
of the Circle over many years.
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Funders, Partners and Supporters
Funders
Auckland Council
Regional Facilities Auckland

Library Outreach Programme
The Stevenson Foundation

War Memorial
Ministry for Culture and Heritage
NZ Lottery WWI Commemoration
Environment and Heritage (grant
338980)

Partners
Auckland Museum Institute
Auckland Museum Circle Foundation

Collections and Research
C&L Gregory Trust
Auckland Museum Circle Foundation
Auckland Museum Institute
Creative New Zealand
NZ Lottery Environment and Heritage
(grant 329556)
Auckland Zoo Conservation Fund

Exhibitions
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade

Supporters
Lifelong Learning

Meridian Energy

Conference and Travel Expenses
Asia NZ Foundation
Museums Aotearoa
Auckland Museum Institute

Media

Schools Programmes
Ministry of Education LEOTC Fund
EQC
BioBlitz
WWF – Environmental Education Action
Fund
Auckland Council – Environmental
Initiatives Fund
Biosecurity and Biodiversity Services
Landcare Research
Unitec Institute of Technology
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NZ Bus
Metro Magazine
New Zealand Herald
Soar Print

